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Priden Engineering

ZERO-T
Optimum safety

Shhhhhh… it’s oh so quiet

The Priden ZERO-T is one of the safest delivery systems on the market.
It features our trademark electronic rear door cut off system, which will
automatically cut power to the rear feeder and moving parts if the
door is opened during operation – ensuring driver safety at all times.

Due to the pipework, the new silencers and the non-tip
body, this is the quietest trailer we have manufactured to
date. This will allow for increased running time in built up
areas, where drivers can deliver later into the evening.

The ZERO-T eradicates the need for tipping – as the ZERO-T doesn’t
need to tip at all. This key feature allows the driver to deliver in high
winds, under overhead cables and in buildings where tipping vehicles
are unable to reach. The stability of the vehicle means that inclines
are no longer an issue either. Without the risk of the trailer toppling
over, the non-tip can deliver on almost any ground type.

Gate system

An electric sheet reduces the need for drivers to climb catwalks,
enabling them to remain grounded at all times. This reduces the
need of working at height and the risk of falls.
The Priden ZERO-T also features a master override switch which
prevents any accidental product overload on the belt.

Wider delivery belt
The belt is wider than the other conveyor style bulk blowers on the
market. The wider belt means that we have a greater flow of product
into the feeder and a much faster discharge time on return loads
where no blowing function is required.

Increased blowing performance
The Priden ZERO-T features 5” pipework – in addition, the strategic
routing means that there are no 90 degree bends between the
blower and the feeder. This innovative thinking significantly reduces
backpressure and increases air efficiency of the system
The central discharge point at the rear of the trailer also reduces
bends and again any back pressure. It is for this reason that we feel
that this is the most efficient product we have ever produced.
*Please speak to one of our sales team to
discuss delivery times achievable.
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The 7 compartments feature 2 gates that open and close via a
control panel on the offside of the chassis.
The Gate system is operated by hydraulic rams which are powered
using vegetable oil. Using vegetable oil ensures that there can
be no contamination of product via oil leaks or burst hoses. So,
in the event of a system failure or damage, your load will not be
compromised, ensuring costs are kept to a minimum.

7 independent compartments
7 compartments ensure that you have versatility when delivering.
Planners now have the versatility to change routes once the trailer
is loaded as any compartment can be opened in any order.

Increased maneuverability
The option of single or twin VSE electric rear steer system ensures that
the longer trailer is not a problem – the ZERO-T just loves tight spaces!
...and to make the trailer even more manoeuvrable, we offer a remote
control to ensure you and the ZERO-T exploit the smallest of areas.

ZERO-T

REFINING
ENGINEERING
THROUGH GREAT
THINKING.
Reduced product degradation
Leveraging our experience with manufacturing conveyors for the
food and beverage industry, we have been able to design a trailer
that will ensure high product quality at all times. Unlike an auger
system, we strongly believe that a conveyor belt reduces the
chance of product damage and cross contamination during the
delivery process.

Weight a minute...
Due to the unique design of the ZERO-T, we have been able to include
an 8 cell full on-board weighing system, ensuring accurate payload
weight at all times. Other weighing options are available.

Priden ‘Dynamic Venting System’
(Patent Pending)
The ZERO-T also features the all new Priden dynamic venting system.
This removes the negative air flow from disrupting the feed, ensuring
a continuous uninterrupted flow of product into the feeder at all times

Return loads
A rear chute system ensures that you are able to efficiently deliver bulk
loads. With the belt at full speed, you can return two tonne per minute
during this operation.

It’s the little things that matter...
An Air Vibration system has been installed into each of the
7 compartments to ensure that product keeps flowing and
blowing times are optimised.
Short overhang on the rear to reduce the risk of hitting
obstacles or grounding out at rear
Easy to access maintenance points
Additional pipework supplied with all vehicles to allow
for product to be blown back into trailer if delivery
cannot continue
Working lights are fitted as standard and Brigade reversing
camera is optional.
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